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Thank you Don.

M.>- »> Donald Cool 10/03/02 10:37AM >>>
Jodi:. The new version is changed in a number of the comments. The old version is no more. We will& transmit you the file soon. Meck is still trying to nail down DOE and DOD. We will give them till 1:00, then
sed to you to send to IAEA.

DAC

»> Jodi Lieberman 10/03/02 10:34AM >>>
tJohn -

(U A previous version, sent to you by Farouk Eltawila on August 27, was then transmitted to the Commission
via C-Note on August 30th. My question is whether or not THAT one should be sent along to the IAEA.
Which leads me to the next question: Why did that take two weeks to figure out??

Jodi

p-e ,>> John Craig 10/03/02 10:31AM >>>
I'm glad we got to this point. How was the previous version was sent up? Whatever it was let's use the
same method this time. If it was a JDL Gram that's fine, if it was a C Note that's fine. Let's be consistent.
LO think it was a C Note but I'm not sure.]

D V9>>> Jodi Lieberman 10/03/02 09:52AM >>>
Sorry, what previous version? I have not sent anything to the IAEA. In any event, please have someone

( send me the version you have all agreed should be sent. This will avoid any confusion on my part.

Jodi

t3 > > Donald Cool 10103/02 08:52AM >>>(> Jodi:

The news is good. As of late yesterday afternoon, we had Carl's agrement that we should go with the
latest version. Bob Meck still needs to complete a quick check this morning with the other agencies, and
then we should press the send key.

Also, since the previous version was provided to the Commission, Carl suggested that IP provide the
version sent to IAEA to the Commission for their information, noting that it had agreement through the
DEDO.

DACool

>>> Jodi Lieberman 10/03/02 08:07AM >>>
I would like to remind all of you that if the IAEA does not receive any comments from the US by COB

$) {today, they will move forward with other Member State comments, all of which they have already received,
and without ours. This means none of our comments will be taken into account in the next version of the
document.

Jodi
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